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Make your store a safer place to work



 Deposit D1

Simplified Cash Process:
Smart, Safe, Efficient
Deposit D1 is a secure and intelligent front-line 

cash-handling solution. Notes are deposited at the point-of-sale, 

ensuring note validation and instant note value data. 

With Deposit D1, your business enjoys the power of real-time 

visibility of the cash flow. And when combined with Gunnebo’s 

web-based monitoring software, CashControl, Deposit D1 can 

rapidly accelerate your return on investment. 

Using the optional tamper-resistant SmartBag means the 

deposited money is untouched until it reaches your cash 

processors. This ensures 100% of it reaches your bank account 

allowing you to completely eliminate theft and shrinkage from your 

daily worries. 

Deposit D1 means security, peace of mind, 

operational excellence, and opportunities for increased 

efficiencies.

Deposit D1 is a cost-effective, simple and convenient solution 

that reduces the risk of robbery, requires less investment, and 

ensures the exact amount of cash in each till, at each store 

location.

The under-counter Deposit D1 is perfectly designed for you 

and your business.

Specific  
cash-handling 
challenges:



The intelligent and secure cash-
handling solution

Using the optional SmartBag with your Deposit D1 
means your cash does not need to be touched from the 
time it enters a till until it arrives at your Bank or Cash 
Center. No more manual counting or verification. Notes 
are validated immediately after insertion. 

The self-sealing, tamper-evident, barcode-labeled       
Deposit D1 SmartBag provides a simplified cash cycle and 
streamlines processes.

During cash collection, only the bag is removed. The 
cassette is then ready for a new SmartBag to be installed. 
With a capacity of up to 1,000 notes, the SmartBag 
adapts to the amount of notes inserted. It is a lighter and 
less bulky solution, which results in less space required in 
cash-in-transit (CIT) vehicles, allowing for greater 
operational efficiencies.

The temptation and opportunity for a robbery is reduced. 
The cash is secured right up to the point of processing, 
ensuring your staff feels safer.

Track cash flow in real-time with CashControl 
Deposit D1 gives you the ability to continuously track 
cash levels, providing a real-time inventory using 
Gunnebo’s web-based CashControl monitoring software.

CashControl can be hosted by Gunnebo or by you and the 
program can be run either locally or centrally.

Advanced security against counterfeit notes
The full scan ‘light bar’ source provides six wavelengths of 
light and scans more of the note surface.

Deposit D1’s advanced recognition algorithms facilitate 
higher acceptance rates for legal notes, while increasing 
security against counterfeit notes. 

Optimize maintenance and pick-up times
Gunnebo Service can be connected to monitor machinery 
technology so that maintenance and updates can be 
carried out proactively, before a problem occurs. 
Gunnebo Service is open all hours, with a guaranteed 
response time that is set according to your business 
requirements.

The data can be optimized in other ways, including 
granting your CIT partners access to the system to help 
optimize route planning and pick-up times.

Deposit D1 is fully configurable and is supplied Ethernet-
ready. Other connectivity options are also readily 
available.

Steel housing 0.1 in. casing

Operating system Windows 7 embedded

Feeder capacity Single note deposit

Mei SC Advance reader 
transaction speed

2.3 notes/second to stack

Cash Box capacity 1200 standard cassette - 1000 
notes cassette bag (optional)

600 standard cassette (no bag 
option)

Communication TCP/IP - 3G and 

Bluetooth (optional)

Dimensions Deposit D1 1200       
Dimensions: 
13.8 x 5.1 x 16.5 in. (HxWxD to 
the end of the bezel) No 
electronic lock option

Deposit D1 600          
Dimensions: 
13.8 x 5.1 x 12.1 in. (HxWxD to 
the end of the bezel)

Weight  30.4 lbs.

Voltage  120V AC

Current  8.2A

1. Enhanced security and peace of mind thanks to the 

efficient cash management system

2. Faster return on investment

3. Time and cost savings as a result of a simplified 

cash-handling process, as well as reduced 

maintenance and down time

4. Less back-office administration due to easy-to- use 

configuration and simple installation

5. Complete transaction transparency for zero cash 

discrepancies

6. Real-time, web-based monitoring of cash levels via 

CashControl software

7. Ability to approve CIT companies for cash collections

8. Unrivalled protection against fraudulent notes

9. Increased efficiency and higher acceptance rates 

due to advanced recognition algorithms that 

confirm notes as genuine at point-of-sale

10. Simple, safe and efficient 

BENEFITS

TECHNICAL DATA



The Gunnebo Security Group is a global leader in security 

products, services and solutions with an offering covering cash 

handling, safes and vaults, entrance security and electronic 

security for banks, retail, CIT, mass transit, public and 

commercial buildings, and industrial and high-risk sites.

Gunnebo – we make your world safer.

www.gunnebo.us

7775 Cooper Road | Cincinnati, OH 45242 
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